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After 2,500 years, the world’s oldest mystery has finally been solved. In a amazing
publication by Oxford University scholar Dr Stephanie Dalley, it has been revealed
that the famed Hanging Gardens of Babylon were not actually located in Babylon and
were built by an entirely different king at a completely different time than previously
thought. Through the utilisation of creative spy tactics, a thorough analysis of one of
the world’s oldest travel guides and investigation into the unique agricultural features
of the region, the enigma known as the Hanging Gardens of Babylon has been cracked
once and for all.

Wrong Place, Wrong Time, Wrong King
Although the Hanging Gardens of Babylon are revered globally, the Gardens
appeared lost in history, with little concrete evidence confirming their whereabouts.
The historian Herodotus, and the scholar Callimachus of Cyrene, made early lists of

The Globe is generously sponsored by:

“seven wonders”, intended to guide travelers, with mention of the Hanging Gardens,
but their original writings did not survive. The universally accepted understanding
was that this Ancient Wonder of the World was located in Babylon, and built by king
Nebuchadnezzar II for his homesick wife, Amytis of Media. Centuries of research
and exploration had clarified nothing about the uncertainties surrounding the lost
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F E AT U R E A R T I C L E
gardens – until now. Dr Dalley successfully turned
the mystery of the Gardens on its head when she
changed three crucial variables in the 2,500 year
long investigation only to discover that historians
were not only looking in the wrong place, but they
had been looking at the wrong time and at the
wrong ruler all along.

Dr Stephanie Dalley

Classical Writing
Upon reading through ancient texts, Dr Dalley
discovered that the only source who specifically
connected the gardens with King Nebuchanezzar
II, was actually incorrect. The author claimed to
be quoting Berossus, a priest living in Babylon and
a contemporary of the individual known to have
listed the Seven Wonders of the World. However,
Dr Dalley’s studies of the scripts reveal that where
Berossus described Nebuchadnezzar’s works, he
incorrectly paraphrased the King’s writing. Hence,
though there was a written account of the Gardens’
association to Nebuchadnezzar II, it was based
on a misconstrued interpretation of the King’s
original writings. This discovery has lead Dr Dalley
to conclude that there is no written evidence that

Intrigued by the lack of material on the ancient
Mesopotamian gardens, and eager to stoke her

actually suggests that Nebuchadnezzar II ever built
a garden in Babylon.

sense of adventure, joking that “anything is less
dangerous than biking through Oxford”, Dr
Stephanie Dalley of Oxford University began
her perilous quest to war-torn Iraq and headed
straight to Erbil – the heart of Iraqi-Kurdistan. Dr
Dalley had previously conducted 18 years of
research in the field of Assyriology and is one of
only a handful of people around the world able
to decipher Babylonian and Assyrian cuneiform.
With the aid of declassified American satellite spy
programs, she analysed ancient landscapes and
sent local security men with cameras to a terrorprone and forbidden garden area in Nineveh. It
was in Nineveh, now named one of the 12 “On the
Verge” sites of irreparable loss and destruction by
the Global Heritage Fund, that she finally pieced
together the mystery of the Hanging Gardens.

The ‘East India House Inscription’ was King
Nebuchadnezzar’s personal documentation of his
work.
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The Location

of the gardens being
situated in Babylon
instead of Assyria
becomes implausible.
Va r i o u s G r e e k a n d
Latin writers gave
descriptions of a type
of garden unique
to the Northern,
distinct from Southern
Mesopotamia, where

The remnants of an ancient Assyrian aqueduct in
Jerwan, Iraq

B a b y l o n l a y. F o r

e x a m p l e , t h o u g h A Shaduf, the primary
water raising mechanism in

In direct contradiction with what the Ancient

the Euphrates river Babylon.
ran directly through

Wonder’s name suggests, Dr Dalley discovered

Babylon, extensive irrigative technology, known

that the Hanging Gardens of Babylon were actually

as the Shaduf system, was necessary as the river

located 600 kilometers further North, in Nineveh, a

possessed no tributaries. However, the Hanging

city in Assyria. Dr Dalley explains that uncertainty

Gardens were known to have no prominent form

over the garden’s whereabouts emerged because

of water raising mechanism, or Shaduf system. This

after Assyria conquered Babylon in 689 BC, the

contrast in highly visible irrigation technology and

Assyrian capital Nineveh was often regarded as the

the lack thereof serve as a direct reaffirmation that

‘New Babylon’, creating the widespread belief that

the garden did not exist in Babylonian Southern

the Hanging Garden was in Babylon.

Mesopotamia, where Shadufs would have been

Additionally, after Dr Dalley’s analysis of classical
illustrations of the Hanging Gardens, the theory

required, but instead existed in the North, in
Nineveh.
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Irrigation in Assyria

The Builder

Then, where were the Hanging Gardens built,
and by whom? Numerous scholars assert that
A map of the elaborate irrigative technology that
existed West of the Euphrates River

the builder was a king of Assyrian heritage, not
Babylonian. According to Dr Dalley, an early
Roman author helps confirm that the Hanging

Instead of the Shaduf system, the Assyrians used

Gardens were actually built in Nineveh by an

a complex underground network of channels and

Assyrian ruler, later known as King Sennacherib.

aqueducts providing running water for irrigation by

After reading the Roman author’s scripts, Dr Dalley

diverting the river Tigris’s tributaries on the eastern

concludes that the garden was actually built by

mountains to the citadel of Nineveh. Recent

the Assyrian King at the request of a homesick

excavations have found traces of these aqueducts.

Persian concubine with the intent of mirroring the

One near Nineveh was so vast that Dr Dalley said

landscape of her Persian homeland.

its ruins resembled a stretch of motorway from the
air, and bore a crucial inscription: “Sennacherib
King of the World… Over a great distance I had a
watercourse directed to the environs of Nineveh…”

palace and gardens at Nineveh as a “palace
without a rival”. Although, the Hebrew Bible is
a bit less kind, describing Nineveh as “that great

hills, imitating a natural mountain landscape, the

city with more than 120,000 people who cannot

garden in the royal palace of Nineveh possessed

discern between their right hand and their left

an ambiance of cool air, rippling streams and lush

hand” in Jonah 4:11.

the oldest travel guides, A Handbook to the Seven
Wonders of the World, vividly narrates: “Aqueducts
contain water running from higher places; partly
they allow the flow to run straight downhill, and
partly they force it up, running backwards, by
means of a screw […] altogether they irrigate the
whole garden, inebriating the roots of the plants to
their depths”. Such irrigation methods mentioned
would only be applicable in the mountainous
terrain of Assyria. Thus, despite both palaces in
Babylon and Assyria being proximal to river plains,
only the natural environment of Assyria would
allow a garden supplied continuously with water
to refresh the foliage and mirror the luxuriant
descriptions by Classical authors.
The Globe • 2017

Assyrian King Sennacherib referred to his new

Together with fragrant trees planted onto artificial

vegetation. Philo of Byzantium, the writer of one of
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At the start of the seventh century B.C.E., the

Nonetheless, before long, confusion arose
between the name of kings Nebuchadnezzar and
Sennacherib in succeeding traditions and texts. In
fact, in the opening words of the religious Book of
Judith, the identities of the two kings are muddled.
Dr Dalley theorises that an explanation for this
confusion is that both kings attacked Jerusalem
a mere century apart, so it was easy for Hebrew
and Arab historians to accidentally conjoin the
two events. King Sennacherib successfully sacked
Babylon in 689 BC, and besieged Jerusalem in 701
BC without victory, while King Nebuchadnezzar
conquered Jerusalem years later. As a result of
the fairly tight timeframe in combination with the
equally ambitious kings, in later times, historians
often merged the incidents.

F E AT U R E A R T I C L E
The Garden

Legacy

The Hanging Gardens, like the other ancient

The legacy of the Hanging Gardens survives to

wonders, was an architectural masterpiece. It was

this day despite the collapse of Assyria in 612 BC,

structurally impenetrable with one scholar stating

following which much of Nineveh along with its

that “the columns of stone were set up to sustain

royal palace and garden was buried under layers of

the whole work, and on these was laid a floor of

earth and stone. Not only does physical evidence

squared blocks, strong enough to hold the earth

such as the two bas-reliefs and complex network

which is thrown upon it to a great depth […] and

of watercourses reflect the garden’s magnificence,

the structure supports trees of such great size that

but it inspired imitators to replicate its allure. The

the thickness of their trunks equals a measure of

Hanging Gardens had a large sphere of influence,

eight cubits”.

having an effect on structures like the winter palace

It was also botanically diverse, for Philo records:
“Palm trees […] broad-leaved and especially
garden trees of many varieties are planted, and all
kinds of flowering plants […] that is most joyous

of Herod the Great at Jericho, as well as the water
engineering of the Siloam tunnel dug by Hezekiah
in Jerusalem. Across the world, influence from the
Hanging Gardens of Nineveh is easily found.

and pleasurable to the onlooker”. Plants like Indian

Like the other six Wonders, the Hanging Gardens

rosewood, cotton, olive trees and date palms were

truly did exist, and must no longer be clouded

grown and according to Rufus, “to those that look

by misconception. The Hanging Gardens were

upon them from a distance real woods seem to be

located in Nineveh, not Babylon, and it is to

overhanging their native mountains”. And finally, in

Sennacherib, King of Assyria, that the credit for

King Sennacherib’s own words: “I raised the height

establishing perhaps the most exciting of the

of the surroundings of the palace, to be a Wonder

Seven Wonders of the Ancient World belongs. The

for all Peoples. I gave it the name: Unrivalled

work of Dr Stephanie Dalley has revolutionised

Palace …” The Hanging Gardens clearly deserved

the way in which historians analyse the past, and

their place as one of the Seven Wonders of the

thanks to her expertise, a 2,500 year old case has

Ancient World.

finally been closed.

The legacy of the Hanging Gardens of Babylon lives on magnificently
in the architectural styles of the Winter Palace of Herod the Great at
Jericho

The Siloam Tunnels at Jerusalem
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5 April 2016

China today, as well as with its neighbours and

Professor Gordon Matthews
Chungking Mansions: A Ghetto at the
Centre of the World

overseas partners. The talk explored origins and
facets of the new Chinese nationalism within China
itself as well as abroad.

12 April 2016

Andrew Harper
The Deserts and Camels of Australia:
Reinventing 19th Century Desert
Exploration for 21st Century Desert
Knowledge
Comprised of many independent low-budget
hotels, shops and other services, Chungking
Mansions has proven itself to be an enduring
part of Hong Kong’s skyline. Professor Gordon
Matthews discussed what may be Tsim Sha Tsui’s
most famous building, and how the eclectic mix of
people who inhabit it, from tycoons, traders from

A renowned explorer, Andrew Harper spoke about

around the world, asylum seekers and personal

the rich 19th century history of desert discoveries

service providers has made it perhaps the most

and the plethora of life and landscapes he has

globalised space in the world. He discussed the

encountered in his extraordinary expeditions

architecture, history and significance of Chungking

to such areas. He shared insightful scientific

Mansions, and its curious double role in Hong

discoveries made during his exploration of these

Kong’s shadowy background and international

special landscapes.

foreground.

13 April 2016
11 April 2016

Professor Rana Mitter
China’s New Nationalism: How it is
Reshaping China’s Economic and Foreign
Policy at Home and Abroad

6
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Julia Mason and Bethany Martin
Girls on Wheels: Cycling 15,000 km from
London to Hong Kong
In this exciting
lecture, Julia

Professor

Mason and

R a n a M i t t e r,

Bethany Martin

Director of

recounted the

the University

extraordinary

China Centre at

s t o r y

the University

their cycling

of Oxford,

expedition from

discussed how

London to Hong Kong. During the trip, every day

cultural and ethnic nationalism has become one

brought new challenges whether it be the distance

of the most important forces shaping policy within

to cover, finding food and shelter, communicating

o f
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in a new language or even learning to build a

18 April 2016

tent without poles. They also discussed that the

Dwan Li and Yue-kong Leung
Poverty Alleviation for Rural-Urban
Migrant Workers in China

charitable side of the project was a social media
strategy aiming to educate about the value of food
and support charities tackling the issue of food
waste worldwide.

16 April 2016

Bus Field Trip to Mai Po

Dawn Li and Yue-kong Leung illustrated how
Oxfam’s valuable collaboration with partner
organisations and vulnerable communities
An experienced guide led a field trip to the Mai Po
Marshes, the wetland nature reserve in the Northwest New Territories. As the birds usually gather
in the marshes prior to flying North for breeding,
members were able to see thousands of stunning
migratory birds residing in Mai Po and the Deep
Water Bay area.

across China promotes the enforcement of
labour laws and policies, and advocates for the
comprehensive protection of workers – especially
those engaged in informal employment or suffering
from occupational injuries. They explained how
Oxfam strives to reduce the barriers that prevent
the migrant population from living sustainably in
urban areas and also promoted methods of social
integration through a variety of community-based

17 April 2016

cultural initiatives.

Ship’s Officers – Ship Field Trip to the
Sapphire Princess

21 April 2016

Tom Nakamura
The Last Frontier: The Tibetan Alps and
Beyond

Members were invited to an hour and a half-long
tour of the Sapphire Princess, one of the world’s
largest cruise ships, with a capacity of 2,670
passengers and over a dozen dining options. The
ship sails roundtrips out of Singapore and China.

Legendary Japanese explorer and mountaineer Tom
Makamura described finding the headwaters of the
five great rivers of south Asia, the Yangtze, Mekong,
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Salween, Irrawaddy and Tsangpo-Brahmaptura.
He illustrated his findings with vivid descriptions
of numerous previously unknown mountains
exceeding 6,000m in a presentation richly
illustrated by over 150 photographs. Mr Nakamura
stressed that vast opportunities are always available
for exploration and adventure.

30 April 2016

Dr Jason Ali and Dr Rod Sewell
Boat Field Trip to Nine Pin Islands
D r Ja s o n A l i a n d D r R o d
Sewell led a boat excursion
to the beautiful and otherwise
inaccessible Nine Pin
Islands, the most spectacular
development of columnar
hexagonal rock formations in

Maritime Museum via Central and other districts
in a treasure hunt revolving around Hong Kong’s
rich history and geography. It was a memorable
afternoon passing checkpoints and answering trivia
questions.

10 May 2016

Broughton Coburn
The Golden Jubilee of America’s First
Ascent of Everest
the world. The islands formed
their unique columns through
dispersion of volcanic flows.
The magnificent islands were
created when dinosaurs still
roamed the earth, about 140
million years ago, after an
eruption in which an astonishing 70 cubic km of
rubble was displaced in a single event.

In this highly engaging
talk, Mr Coburn

7 May 2016

spoke 50 years after

Treasure Hunt: Hong Kong’s Geography
and Heritage

climb in American

In a fun-filled afternoon, a couple of hundred RGS
members, their families and friends in teams of
4-6 members journeyed from Sheung Wan to the
8
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making the greatest
history in the Spring
of 1963. He gave a
harrowing, characterdriven account of his momentous climb up Everest

EVENTS IN 2017
and his legendary team of inspiring and troubled
climbers, who suffered injuries and a near mutiny
on the mountain. He also revealed one of the
expedition’s surprising outcomes: the selection of
the team to plant a CIA surveillance device on a
Himalayan peak to spy into China – where nuclear
missile testing was underway.

16 May 2016

over 60 million years ago, Tung Ping Chau is

Dr Rod Sewell
Hong Kong’s Big Bang: The Story
Behind the Discovery of Hong Kong’s
Supervolcano

incredibly geologically unique. On a riveting trip,

Dr Rod Sewell, Head of the Hong Kong Geological
Survey, describes how after following years of
meticulous surveying as part of the Hong Kong
Geological Survey’s mapping programme, a

Dr Brian led members to appreciate the stunning
natural wonders of the UNESCO protected island.

24 May 2016

Anabelle Bond
Facing Your Fears: The World’s Fastest
Woman to the Seven Summits

staggering revelation occurred. In 2008, it was
discovered that Hong Kong’s Central District,
including the Hong Kong Club, might be sitting in
the cavity of an ancient monster volcano. In the
talk, he describes the clues that led to the finding,
explaining which parts of Hong Kong are underlain
by the volcano, and elaborating upon its structural
components.

21 May 2016

Anabelle Bond, the former world record holder

David Brian
Boat Field Trip to Tung Ping Chau

for the fastest woman to climb the highest peak in
each continent, shared her inspiring story of her

David Brian, a well-known Tung Ping Chau

A feat she completed in just 360 days, Ms Bond’s

enthusiast, led a field trip to Hong Kong’s most

ascent of the Seven Summits made for a highly

remote island. As the only area of Hong Kong

interesting talk illustrated by photographs depicting

formed entirely from sedimentary rock, laid down

the raw beauty of the mountains.

epic journey amongst her many other adventures.
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31 May 2016

13 June 2016

Claire Le Hur and Stuart Block
The New Silk Road: From London to
China via Africa

Adrian Hayes
K2 – The Tragedy and The Triumph

Famous mountaineer and adventurer Adrian Hayes
In this fascinating lecture, Claire Le Hur and Stuart

reflected on his tragic climbing failure in 2013,

Block described the amazing story of how they

followed by his successful summiting in 2014, of

spent the previous 9 months cycling from Canary

the world’s second highest mountain, the notorious

Wharf to China along a circuitous route. They

K2. He spoke about the grim history of K2, the

shared their fabulous experiences, travel adventures

challenges, dangers and risks with a powerful

and some important economic and geographical

visual presentation.

insights from their journey.

23 June 2016
6 June 2016

Wong How Man
Tibet Revisited

Jeffrey Wasserstrom
China’s Eight Juxtapositions
Jeffrey Wasserstrom,
o n e o f t h e w o r l d ’s
foremost China
experts, examined
China through eight
provocative and
sometimes lighthearted
juxtapositions. He
gave a profound,
comprehensive tour of
the Chinese landscape,

Wong How Man recounted the extraordinary story

illustrating modern

of his original expedition to Tibet and discussed the

China in a realistic and thought-provoking new

changes the region has undergone over the past 35

way. By using familiar scenarios of modern China

years. Mr Wong explained how during his original

while taking an intellectual and historical approach

trip, entering the plateau was a major endeavour,

to more complex issues, Mr Wasserstrom found

whereas now, if he wanted to find the same level of

fresh and surprising ways to look at the rising

seclusion, it would be only in the most remote and

global superpower.

unknown corners of the hidden land. Mr Wong
also reflected on the future of exploration in China.

10
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4 July 2016

22, 23 July 2016

Ship’s Captain
Ship Field Trip to SS Sørlandet

Sir David Tang Forum
Sir David Tang Authors’ Forum

Members were invited to a private guided tour of

Members were invited

the Tall Ship the school ship Sørlandet of Norway,

to two sessions

the world’s oldest working full-rigged ship. The

of How and What and

famed SS Sørlandet had travelled the world as

Why do Writers Write.

a training ship for sailors in 1927. For the past

The panel consisted

50 years she has held a central position in the

of three celebrated

education of young people, serving as a unique

authors: Wilbur Smith,

school ship in which secondary school students

Simon Winchester OBE and the Hon. Hannah

study their full-time curriculum while sailing a fully

Rothschild. Mr Smith is a South African novelist

rigged ship around the world.

specializing in historical fiction, Mr Winchester a
renowned journalist who covered events such as

19 July 2016

Alex Johnston
Sailing the Southern Ocean: A Voyage to
Antarctica and South Georgia
Well-known Hong Kong
yachtsman Alex Johnston
recounted how his
team’s yacht, the 2041,

Bloody Sunday and Watergate, and finally Hannah
Rothschild – an esteemed writer, filmmaker and
company director.

4 August 2016

Kenton Cool
The Everest Triple Crown: One Man’s
Everest

embarked upon a daring
journey from Cape
Town, South Africa to
South America and
then on to Antarctica.
He discussed his epic
voyage, in which he
sailed over 13,000 miles in 8 months and detailed
the wild beauty of the territories the crew visited,

In this talk, Kenton Cool, who has climbed Mount

the extensive wildlife of the region and how they

Everest an astounding 12 times, recounted the

fought the savage weather while voyaging “down

story of how, during 2013, he became the first

south”.

man to climb the three peaks that make up the

The Globe • 2017
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Everest Horseshoe”, Mt Everest, Mt Lhotse and

world. He discussed

Mt Nuptse, all on one foray from base camp. Mr

wh e t h e r m a n k i n d c a n

Cool reflected on the challenges he faced, namely

weather the factors that

an unexpected extreme obstacle which led to a

undid the first Renaissance

fight that superseded climbing all three mountains.

to achieve a new golden

He also discussed the decision-making, risk

age. Dr Kutarna argued

mitigation, adaptation and team building involved

that the present is a contest

in completing the expedition.

between the bright and
dark sides of discovery,

27 August 2016

Michael Kenna
Photographic Masterclass: Visual
Meditation: 40 years of Photography
Members were invited
to a photographic

and humanity needs to
recognise this fact and gain courage and wisdom
from history.

9 September 2016

A Visit to Hong Kong Air Cargo Terminal

masterclass with one
of the world’s most
renowned landscape
photographers,
Michael Kenna.
He is best known
for his black & white landscapes with ethereal
light and has more than 30 publications in print
on photography, many of them award winning.
Members were invited to submit their best
photographs from the past 12 months, which were
critiqued Mr Kenna and followed by awards for the
best photographers.

Members participated in a highly informative
tour of the operational floors and a visit to the
Operations Control Centre of the state-of-the-art
terminal. This is one of the world’s leading air cargo
terminals, capable of handling up to 3.5 million
tonnes of air cargo every year and is the single
largest multi-level air cargo terminal in the world.

9 September 2016

Rt Hon Lord Mayor of London,
Lord Mountevans
Captain Scott and the Future of London
5 September 2016

Dr Chris Kutarna
The New Age of Discovery: Navigating
the Risks and Rewards of the Second
Renaissance

12
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In this talk, Rt
Hon Lord Mayor
of London, Lord
Mountevans,
the

800th

Lord Mayor

Dr Chris Kutarna discussed the risks and rewards

of London,

of a new Renaissance taking place in the modern

discussed the

EVENTS IN 2017
20 September 2016

John Pilkington
The Silk Road from Georgia to China via
Afghanistan

role played by his illustrious grandfather, Admiral
Lord Mountevans who participated in both Captain
Robert Falcon Scott's Antarctic expeditions and
served with great distinction in the navy. Admiral

The RGS was delighted to welcome back illustrious

Lord Mountevans was deputy leader of the

globe trotter John Pilkington who told the story of

celebrated expedition of Captain Scott to the South

how he followed a less-travelled branch of the Silk

Pole. The Lord Mayor went on to share his own

Road from the Caucasus across the Caspian Sea

inspiration and vision for his present role as Lord

to the legendary cities of Bukhara and Samarkand.

Mayor of London, his priorities for his term of office

He recounted his incredible journey, discussing the

and of the glories but also future considerable

moment he reached the source of the legendary

challenges for London.

River Oxus, before carrying on to Kashgar, the socalled ‘Crossroads of Asia’, and finishing on the

19 September 2016

John Pilkington
Exploring the Mekong from Vietnam to
Tibet

Great Wall.

22 September 2016

Ben Saunders
Achieving the Longest Polar Journey:
Fulfilling the Objectives of Sir Ernest
Shackleton
In this lecture, British
p o l a r e x p l o r e r,
endurance athlete
and motivational

Famous adventurer John Pilkington recounted his
exciting expedition up the world’s 10th longest
river right from the South China Sea up to Tibet
and beyond. He was the first European to reach the
glacier at the foot of Mount Guosongmucha, north
of Tibet, where the Mekong rises at over 17,000
feet, and map its source. Mr Pilkington reflected
on the dangers he faced in the Mekong’s upper
reaches, such as being attacked by a mastiff dog
when the trip was nearly coming to an end.

speaker Ben Saunders
recounted

his

extraordinary polar
adventures, culminating in The Scott Expedition,
the longest human-powered polar journey in
history at 2,888 km, achieving the first ever return
journey to the South Pole on foot via Shackleton’s
and Scott’s route. Mr Saunders discussed his
experience of skiing solo to the North Pole and
becoming the third person and youngest by ten
years to reach the North Pole alone and on foot.

The Globe • 2017
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Annual Geographical Quiz Dinner
30 September 2016

Members put their geographical knowledge to the test at the ever-popular annual Royal Geographical Society Quiz
Dinner. The event, as usual, was entertaining, challenging and thought-provoking, with questions ranging from
O-level to tiebreakers.
The quiz questions included all aspects of geography and exploration with many other related subjects – including
a music round. In teams of 12, members were tested on topics such as the 2016 Olympics in Rio, famous treaties,
cartography and much more. Once again, there were many prizes given away. Members also enjoyed a sumptuous
five-course buffet dinner with wine, at the Hong Kong Football club in Causeway Bay.

14
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28 September 2016

6 October 2016

Jardine Aviation Services
Field trip to “Behind the Scenes” of Hong
Kong International Airport

Professor Michael Proctor
The Active Sun
Professor Proctor, Provost of King’s
College, Cambridge and Professor
of Astrophysical Fluid Dynamics at
the University of Cambridge, spoke
about the sun, its crucial role, its
portrayal in literature, together with
recent developments in mankind’s knowledge of
it. He highlighted the sun’s role in history, art and
literature, as well as its physics. Professor Proctor

Members were invited to an exclusive “Behind the

also discussed the solar magnetic field, the solar

Scenes” tour of Hong Kong International Airport,

cycle, sunspots and the effect on the earth of solar

ranked the 10th busiest airport in the world by

magnetic field variations.

passengers and consistently rated as the best. More
than 100 airlines operate flights from the airport
to over 180 cities across the globe with over 60
million passengers annually.

5 October 2016

Nicholas Bonner
Film Screening Truth and Fiction: The
stories behind 15 years of film making in
North Korea

11 October 2016

Professor Chris Schlüchter
The Gotthard Tunnel: Engineering
Geology & Economic Benefits of the
World’s Longest Railway Tunnel
Professor Chris Schlüchter
delivered a talk about
the extraordinary
architectural feat
surrounding the Gotthard

N i ch o l a s B o n n e r, t h e f o r e m o s t e x p e r t o n

Base Tunnel, the world’s

cinematography in North Korea, presented the film

longest and deepest railway tunnel. Schlüchter

screening of Truth and Fiction: The stories behind

discussed the ramifications and rationale of the

15 years of film making in North Korea along with

tunnel through geological and economic lenses.

valuable commentary. Excerpts from five films

He described the technical difficulties of cutting

were screened, the films being 2002’s ”The Game

such a tunnel through the Gotthard Massif, such as

of Their Lives”, 2004’s “A State of Mind”, 2006’s

the astounding 2,000 metres of rock between the

“Crossing the Line”, 2013’s “Aim High” and 2012’s

tunnel and the earth’s surface that can be found in

“Comrade Kim goes Flying”.

some places.
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Annual Dinner
17 June 2016

with Stephen Venables OBE and Tim Jarvis AM
The Royal Geographical Society – Hong Kong was delighted to welcome two
legendary explorers, Stephen Venables and Tim Jarvis, as Guests of Honour
for the Society’s Annual Dinner. Mr Venables and Mr Jarvis’s spoke on “The
Greatest Escape Centenary Dinner: the Sir Ernest Shackleton Epic”, also
marking the two explorers’ first appearance together on a global stage.
The dinner marked the 100th anniversary of what is widely regarded as the
greatest escape of all time as part of the global Centenary celebrations of the
escape. Mr Venables and Mr Jarvis along with their crews were the first to
retrace Sir Ernest Shackleton’s celebrated escape, in which he left his broken
ship in the sea ice to walk and sail all the way to South Georgia Island in order
to save his men. Their inspiring lecture included exciting details of the great
lengths they went to recreate Shackleton’s legacy.
Stephen Venables, who made the first ascent of Mt Everest from the
Kong Shung Face, was chosen as one of the world’s three greatest active
mountaineers to star in the film Shackleton’s Antarctic Adventure, which played
worldwide. His team climbed across the mountains of South Georgia using the
same equipment as Sir Ernest Shackleton’s epic 1916 escape from Antarctica.
With 20 years experience as an expeditioner, Tim Jarvis mounted his most ambitious expedition, to be the first to
retrace, using entirely original equipment, Shackleton’s sea escape across the Southern Ocean during 2013.
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Gala Dinner
23 July 2016

with Simon Winchester OBE
The Royal Geographical Society – Hong Kong was honoured to
welcome Simon Winchester, OBE, the celebrated author and raconteur,
as the guest of honour for a banquet dinner in celebration of the RGSHK 22nd Anniversary. Mr Winchester has an extraordinary list of
accomplishments spanning across the globe, as a geologist, a leading
foreign correspondent, a journalist, a broadcaster and a bestselling
author of both fiction and non-fiction. At the dinner, Mr Winchester
shared tales from his 50 years as a journalist and author, from the
Watergate Scandal to his capture by the Argentines whilst a war
correspondent during the Falklands War.
Mr Winchester is one of the most widely read historical writers of the era. His literary breakthrough success was
the critically acclaimed The Surgeon of Crowthorne, a sensational biographical work about the publication of the
first Oxford English Dictionary. Now famous as an accomplished author, he continues to publish books and articles
on a number of different subjects such as travel, history, geography and literature.
Mr Winchester delivered a profound talk during dinner and entertained the audience with his humour.
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13 October 2016

18 October 2016

Dr Richard Hamilton
Saving the Hawksbill Turtles of Melanesia

Jeff Fuchs
Highway Through the Sky: The Ancient
Tea Horse Road

As the first westerner to travel by foot over the
Dr Richard Hamilton, the Melanesia Programme

Himalayas, award-winning explorer and author

Director for The Nature Conservancy, spoke about

Jeff Fuchs recalled how his expedition followed

marine projects in Melanesia, including key work

one of the ancient world’s long-lost trade routes

re-vitalising the endangered iconic hawksbill

through some of the planet’s most daunting and

turtle population at the Arnovan Islands through

stunning geographies. His 7-month journey

protecting hatcheries and using GPS technology

covered 5,000 km, and led him to discover what

to tag and track adult turtles. He identified how

is left of one of the oldest trade pathways on

the human population is dependent on natural

the planet. The breathtaking pathway took salt,

resources for its livelihood, and discussed how

tea, horses and much else over and through the

he works with communities to encourage them to

desolate magnificence of the Himalayas and linked

adopt conservational practices that enhance the

commodities with the Silk Road of Central Asia.

marine habitat that they depend on.

17 October 2016

Dr Virginia Henderson and Tim Webster
Yangon Echoes
D r

V i r g i n i a

Henderson, an
oral historian, and
Ti m We b s t e r, a
photographer, took
the audience behind
the scenes of Yangon/
Rangoon’s heritage
buildings, to offer intimate views of life in the
cosmopolitan city formerly known as Rangoon,
Burma. They shared fascinating stories that
explored notions and values of heritage and home,
and discussed their thoughts and feelings regarding
Yangon’s emergence from decades of stagnation to
engagement with a rapidly globalising world.
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24 October 2016

28 October 2016

Tony Kirkham
Great Chinese Trees

Red Arrows Pilots and Officers
An Evening with the Red Arrows

Tony Kirkham described the greatest Chinese trees

Th e R e d A r r o w s , t h e

and his beautiful travels throughout China looking

Aerobatic Team of the

for rare and prized trees for Kew’s arboretum and

Royal Air Force (RAF), is

scientific collections in London. He showed rare

one of the world’s premier

‘then and now’ images of some of China’s most

aerobatic display teams.

beautiful and rarest trees retrieved from Dr Ernest

Th e y h av e p e r f o r m e d

Wilson’s glass plate photographs, the foremost

n e a r l y 5 , 0 0 0 d i s p l ay s

plant collector of the 1900s. The photographs

in 56 countries worldwide, and are famed for

were taken in Sichuan at the beginning of the 20th

their speed, agility and precision. The team of 9

century depicting landscapes, villages, river scenes,

often act as ambassadors for the United Kingdom

people and exceptional foliage.

around the globe. The Pilots & Officers of the
Red Arrows delivered an informal talk about their

27 October 2016

Dr Andrew Gailey CVO; Dr Marco Liviero
and Nicky Dunne
A Viewing of and Lecture on Shakespeare’s
First Folio

spectacular aerobatic displays, including the
extraordinary training which makes their incredible
maneuvers possible. The talk also covered the
extraordinary leadership and team work required
for their stunning displays, richly illustrated with
fabulous video & film clips. This was followed by
time for the audience to meet Red Arrows Pilots,
the “Reds”, and Red Arrows Engineers, the “Blues”.

Dr Andrew Gailey, CVO, Vice-Provost of Eton
College, together with Dr Marco Liviero and Nicky
Dunne presented the famous Eton College copy of
Shakespeare’s First Folio, one of the great literary
artefacts in the English language. The First Folio
is central to the extraordinary global influence of
William Shakespeare. The viewing of the First Folio
was followed by Dr Gailey, Dr Liviero and Mr
Dunne’s lecture highlighting the Folio’s importance
to Shakespeare’s contemporaries and to all of
humanity today.
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1 November 2016

5 November 2016

Simon Belcher
The Other Safari: Curious & Amazing
Happenings on the Great Plains

Nicholas Brooke
A Boat Tour of Victoria Harbour

Nicholas Brooke led a boat tour of Hong Kong’s
most famous sight and most advantageous natural
asset, Victoria Harbour. The tour was entitled
Mr Belcher introduced curious, bizarre and

“Victoria Harbour: Present and Future”, which

perhaps even mostly unheard-of animals and

highlighted the harbour’s key role in the foundation

happenings, found in East Africa. He examined

and growth of the city and the reflection of Hong

lesser-known safari animals, like the Naked Mole

Kong’s status as an international hub with strong

Rat and the Greater Honeyguide. Mr Belcher also

maritime links.

recounted some of the most curious behaviour he
has witnessed in the wild, such as a lioness which
adopted an Oryx calf as her offspring.

3 November 2016

Laura Dekker
Around the World solo at 15

9 November 2016

Dr Richard Kirkby
Intruder in Mao’s Realm: A Foreigner in
China during the Cultural Revolution
Dr Richard Kirkby
described his three

Laura Dekker,

years in Nanjing

the youngest

as a student and

person ever

university lecturer

to sail around

during the chaos

the world solo,

of the Cultural

recounts her incredible life afloat and sailing,

Revolution and

focusing on her solo circumnavigation of the world

its immediate aftermath. He revealed the daily

by sailing boat, a journey which began at the age

difficulties encountered by ‘foreign experts’ in

of 14 and was completed when she was 16. Laura

China in the era and his participation in the roller-

described her experiences and adventures during

coaster political campaigns – including the first

her 28,000-mile voyage on Guppy, her 38 ft Ketch,

post-1949 mass demonstrations against Mao in

that started in Holland and ended at the island of

April 1976. During this protest, he witnessed how

St. Maarten in the Caribbean.

China’s feudal history still weighed heavily on the
way people thought and behaved. Dr Kirby shared
his fascinating insights of the Cultural Revolution
and the role of foreigners in Mao’s China along
with notebooks on general events and observations
that he successfully smuggled out of the country.
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15 November 2016

reflected on the immense challenges he faced –

Dr Philip Stander
Vanishing Kings of the Desert

such as pushing his bike for days on end through
ankle deep sand in western Mozambique – while
running out of water. In a uniquely humorous
manner, Mr Rutland shared his 42,000km trip
of peddling for over 841 days and via over 70
countries.

25 November 2016

Andrew Heyn, Doug Woodring
Opening Reception of the Exhibition “Out
of the Blue”
Dr Philip Stander, producer of the famous nature
film Vanishing Kings, discussed his 15 years
studying the lions of Namibia, an especially unique
subspecies of desert-adapted lion. He discussed
how electronically collaring them has become an
essential part of his research to understand them
better and implement strategies to help local tribes
co-exist with them. Dr Stander went on to share
his long-term research efforts to conserve their
population and stressed the importance of tourism

Members were invited to the opening of a

in the future of the species, as well as for most

magnificent exhibition, The Prince of Wales’s

other types of wildlife in the region.

Commonwealth Environmental Photography
Awards “Out of the Blue”, where a plethora
of ocean themed photographs were featured.

17 November 2016

The exhibition was organised together with the

Ron Rutland
Cycling to Every Country in Africa:
Getting to the Rugby World Cup the
Long Way

International Sustainability Unit and The Royal
Commonwealth Society at the Maritime Museum.
British Consul General Andrew Heyn opened the
exhibition, whose talk was followed by Ocean
Recovery Alliance Co-founder Doug Woodring
who gave a presentation.

26 November 2016

Dr Jason Ali
Boat Field trip to Tolo Channel and
Double Haven North East New Territories
Ron Rutland told the story of his unprecedented
continuous journey through every country in
Africa and how he successfully arrived in England
– just in time for the 2015 Rugby World Cup. He

Dr Jason Ali led a geological and geomorphological excursion to the picturesque and usually
inaccessible north-eastern coast and islands of
Hong Kong. The trip included a stop at Lai Chi
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impressive 14,000km
circumnavigation
of Brazil in just 60
days, exploring the
most exciting and
remote locations
i n t h e c o u n t r y. A t
Chong to examine Jurassic sedimentary and
volcanic rocks along the shoreline, and a chance
to walk through Hong Kong’s giant spectacular
natural arch at Ap Chau Island.

30 November 2016

Mark Zegeling
Kingdom by the Sea: A Celebration of
Dutch Heritage
Mark Zegeling
examined a nation
wh i ch h a d p u s h e d
the boundaries of a
country limited in
size but bountiful
in positive energy.
He recounted a
charming, fascinating
and vividly illustrated treasure trove of historical
stories surrounding the Dutch Golden Age and
shared the inspiring tales of courageous pioneers,
innovative entrepreneurs, talented artists and other
notable characters who had captured the world’s

the end of it all, Mr
Pyle reflected on his
biggest challenge during his adventure, which was
taking on some of South America’s most dangerous
and isolated roads.

19 January 2017

Jules Lewis
Bhutan: Moving Mountains
Jules Lewis provided
an introduction to
Bhutan, a place
that even seasoned
travellers consider a
privilege to visit at
the eastern end of
the Himalayas. She
described the fascinating mountain “Shangri-La” in
vivid detail, and highlighted the geography, culture
and history of the beautiful country. She spoke
about the stunningly wide variety of flora and
fauna, amazing architecture and ancient traditions
with many beautiful photographs.

imagination for centuries.

24 January 2017
21 December 2016

Ryan Pyle
Motorbiking Brazil: The Tough Ride with
the RGS Christmas Party
Adventurer and motorcyclist Ryan Pyle shared
s t o r i e s f r o m h i s e x t ra o r d i n a r y e x p e d i t i o n
Motorbiking Brazil: The Tough Ride, following
on from his famous journey Motorbiking China:
The Middle Kingdom ride. Mr Pyle completed an
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Simon McCartney
Pioneering Climbing in Alaska: The
First Alpine Ascent of Mt McKinley, the
World’s Tallest Mountain
In this riveting lecture, Hong Kong Australian
businessman Simon McCartney recounted the
extraordinary tale of his mountaineering, focussing
on two ground breaking Alpine-style first ascents
in the Alaska Range during the 1980s, which

EVENTS IN 2017
21 February 2017

Palani Mohan
Hunting with Eagles

forever changed mountain climbing and the bond

Australian photographer Palani Mohan spoke about

he shared with his fellow alpinist. Mr McCartney

the wild mountains of western Mongolia, where

reflected on the astronomical risks his team took,

temperatures drop to -40°C in winter and only

how they suffered high altitude sicknesses, went

the toughest survive. He explained the integral

without food for ten days and made soup out

role of the Altai Kazakh eagle in hunting and

of melted snow and toothpaste – but ultimately

Mongolian culture and depicted the region with

achieved success.

vivid photography. Mr Mohan also detailed the
remarkable bond the strong and hardy breed of
hunters develop with their eagles.

7 February 2017

Craig Leeson
Film Screening A Plastic Ocean
Award-winning
journalist, filmmaker,
television presenter

23 February 2017

Tom Fremantle
Follow the Frontier: A 1,000 mile walk
along the USA-Mexico Border

and public speaker
Craig Leeson presented
the award-winning
documentary film A
Plastic Ocean, which
uncovered the shocking
truth about what is truly
lurking beneath the
ocean’s surface. The documentary investigated how
mankind’s addiction to plastic is impacting the food
chain and is directly leading to increased human
health problems. Mr Leeson, the director of the
documentary, was horrified to find vast quantities
of floating plastic off the pristine southern coast of
Sri Lanka, and was subsequently inspired to start
filming this documentary.

Well-known adventurer Tom Fremantle discussed
his extraordinary 50-day trek along the wild USMexico border with his street dog, Pancho. He
spoke about what first led him to the highly
contentious US-Mexico border, where contraband
and illegal immigrants cross daily. He also drew
comparisons between the situation in 2010
and 2017, describing the city of Juarez as a
city transformed, having bounced back from
overwhelming violence and corruption.
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28 February 2017

2 March 2017

Jamie Lonsdale
A British Musical Soiree

Jennifer Fox
Rhino Revolution: How to Save the Rhino
from Extinction

Members were invited to a British Musical Soiree,

Well-known banker, safari lodge owner, and

which featured light classical arias and show tunes.

anti-poaching campaigner Jennifer Fox spoke on

The event was performed by acclaimed tenor Jamie

the Rhinoceros. She addressed the dire present

Lonsdale and soprano Mary Jess, accompanied by

situation for the Rhino and other major wildlife of

Lyndall Dawson on the piano.

Africa, including the elephant, and discussed the
very real threat presented by poaching. Ms. Fox

1 March 2017

Pierre Constant
New Extraordinary Wildlife in
Madagascar: Diving Into Unknown
Madagascan Caves

concluded that action is needed immediately, and
subsequently explained what individuals can do to
make a difference to better the Rhinos.

9 March 2017

David Saddington
Our Climate: a 22,000 Year Journey
through Climate Change
Fa m o u s Yo u t h C l i m a t e
Change activist David
Saddington gave a brief
history of climate change

P i e r r e C o n s t a n t , wo r l d - f a m o u s c ave d ive r

over the past 22,000 years,

and underwater photographer, discussed the

explained what climate

extraordinary biosphere of Madagascar, one of the

change is, and masterfully

world’s treasure troves of biodiversity, where he

argued why mankind should care about it. Mr

has discovered amazing new species of marine

Saddington discussed everything from ice ages to

life. He shared his discoveries involving new rare

the climatic effects of rapid industrialisation in the

species, animals that were previously thought to

20th Century, and explained what individuals can

be extinct and hitherto unknown fossil remains in

do to reduce their carbon footprint.

the context of detailed breath-taking subterranean
environments formed during the Eocene period,
approximately 50 million years ago.
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13 March 2017

22 March 2017

Geremie Barmé
China at Fifty: To Know the Will of
Heaven

Mark Damazer CBE
The BBC: A Study in Imperfect Nobility;
Post Truth & Digital Chaos

China expert and former

Head of St Peter’s

advisor on China to the

College Oxford

Australian Prime Minister,

and previous

Geremie Barmé discussed

Deputy Director

five decades of China’s

of BBC News,

history through five

Mark Damazer

vignettes, starting in the 1960s and ending with

reflected on

the present day. He began with his first encounters

the BBC as an institution both widely admired

with Revolutionary China, then moved onto

and bitterly attacked, and as an organisation

student life in China in the 1970s. Mr Barmé went

facing huge financial, technological and political

on to talk about his career as a writer of Chinese

challenges. He discussed what the BBC stands for

prose and commentary in the Hong Kong press

now and what this told us about the position and

during the 1980s, and ended with his most recent

role of the media globally in the digital era.

project, e-journal China Heritage in 2016.

30 March 2017
16 March 2017

Ben Simpson
Helicoptering Africa

Dr Alexander Kumar
The Lair of the Snow Leopard

Celebrated African
helicopter pilot Ben
Simpson described his
breathtaking work at Tropic
Air, which includes flying
by helicopter almost daily
over Africa for wildlife control, anti-poaching,

Dr Alexander Kumar recounted his

aerial filming for Sir David Attenborough’s wildlife

recent expedition to the mountains of

documentaries, complex mountain rescue flights

the Mongolia – Siberia border in search

and high-end tourism trips. The lecture was richly

of the endangered Snow Leopard. He

illustrated by stunning photography and film

d i s c u s s e d s t ay i n g w i t h h e r d e r s , w a l k i n g

footage taken from the air.

10-25 km a day with temperatures below minus
30oC to find evidence of snow leopards in areas
not yet surveyed. Dr Kumar also spoke about
what scientists know already about these rare yet
magnificent creatures and what the future holds for
the shy, secretive and majestic mountain cat.
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SCHOOLS OUTREACH 2017
SCHOOLS OUTREACH PROGRAMME
The Royal Geographical Society – Hong Kong runs a major Schools Outreach Programme, through which
it hosts educational events at local and international schools throughout Hong Kong. During the academic
year 2016-2017, RGS-HK held 35 events reaching some 5,000 pupils, allowing students to benefit from
the speakers in the Society’s main programme.
Over the course of the year, the Schools Outreach Programme reached a broad range of students with
speakers ranging from environmentalists to explorers, distinguished academic geographers to activists and
adventurers to photographers. These speakers engaged pupils with inspiring stories about their captivating
experiences.

Schools Outreach Programme
Schools Benefiting:
Canadian International School
Discovery College
German Swiss International School
Harrow International School
HKMA David Li Kwok Po College
HKTA The Yuen Yuen Institute No.1 Secondary School
HKWMA Chu Shek Lun Secondary School
Kellett School
Nord Anglia International School
Pentecostal Lam Hong Kwong School
Quarry Bay School
Renaissance College
Shung Tak Catholic English College
Sin Yin Secondary School
SKH Holy Trinity Church Secondary School
South Island School
St Mark’s School
St Paul’s Co-Education College
University of Hong Kong
Victoria Shanghai Academy
Yau Ma Tei Catholic Primary School
Ying Wa College
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RESEARCH, POLICY AND PRACTICE
CASE STUDIES

Research, Policy and Practice collection of case

The Society’s knowledge exchange network was

PRINCESS ROYAL BECOMES
SOCIETY PATRON

redeveloped and enhanced significantly through the

studies can be found on the Society’s website.

addition of a collection of case studies highlighting

Princess Anne took on patronage

the importance of geographical research to the

of the Royal Geographical Society

economy, society and environment of the United

from Her Majesty the Queen,

Kingdom. The Royal Geographical Society’s

who stood down from her role at

new Research, Policy and Practice case studies

the start of 2017. The Society has

pinpoint where geographical research and practice
is having a significant impact and the implications
of such research on policy.

been privileged to have the Queen
as Patron since 1953 and she has been a great
supporter of the Society during these 60 years. Her

The Society started collaborating with the broader

Majesty, who turned 90 last year, had announced a

geographical community to collate, publish

reduction in her workload and stepped down from

and disseminate case studies. The studies aim

24 other organisations.

to encompass the entire geographical practice,
drawing from the many geographers working
professionally beyond academia.

Dr Rita Gardner CBE, Director of the Royal
Geographical Society said: “The Society fully
understands the need for The Queen to reduce her

Geographers featured in the case studies had the

workload, and we thank her for her patronage and

opportunity to discuss their work in short video

support. The Princess Royal is a great supporter of

interviews, appear on the Society’s website and

the Society and its charitable work and has been

collaborate on the development of resources for

an active Honorary Vice-President. We are looking

schools, if relevant to the curriculum. Further

forward to working with Her Royal Highness in her

updates surrounding the publication of the

new role.”

P U B L I C AT I O N S
The Royal Geographical Society produces a wide
variety of publications, covering many aspects
of its activities, from research and education to
expeditions and the collections. These include
three learned journals, The Geographical
Journal, which has been published since 1893 and
is the Society’s journal of record, Transactions of
the Institute of British Geographers, which leads
the citation index for all social science journals
worldwide, and Area. Further details of these
journals may be obtained either from the office
or online at www.rgs.org/OurWork/Publications/
Publications.htm.

The Society’s most popular publication is the
colourful monthly magazine, Geographical, which
features topical issues and exciting accounts from
far-flung locations. This lively magazine presents
geography in its broadest sense, with exciting and
beautifully illustrated articles on people, places,
adventure, travel, history, technology, science and
environmental issues. Members are encouraged to
subscribe to Geographical and further information
or subscriptions may be arranged by contacting the
office or visiting www.geographical.co.uk.
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WORLD GEOGRAPHY 2017
CHINA AND THE UNITED STATES
EFFORTS IN BANNING IVORY

and gas-fired power plants and now over 8 million
people are working in the field of renewable energy
worldwide. The decrease in cost of renewable
energy has made it a favourable choice for less
economically developed countries. Statistics have
shown that for the first time, emerging economies
spend more proportionally than wealthier nations
on renewable power and fuels, with some of
the largest investors being small countries like

Since the China – United States agreement in
2015 to “nearly complete” bans on their domestic

Solar energy

ivory markets respectively, both countries have

use in East

made clear progress. At the end of 2016, China

Africa has

announced its plans to completely ban the ivory

b e e n ra p i d l y

trade by 2017. It has closed 67 of its licensed

increasing.

ivory facilities, including 12 of its 35 ivory carving

For instance,

factories and several dozen of its more than 130

in Uganda,

ivory retailers. This ban is clearly good news for

solar panels are accessible, so they are becoming

the African elephant – especially as the world’s

an increasingly common power source for people

largest ivory market, China, purchases 70% of

in Uganda. Residents simply pay off the lease for

all smuggled ivory. Since the announcement, the

solar energy in a system similar to pay-as-you-go

Chinese demand for ivory has dropped, causing the

phone credit. Solar has become a cheap alternative

wholesale price of raw legal ivory to decrease by

to kerosene lamps, which are still used by 85% of

almost two thirds. A leading elephant conservation

the 38 million people in Uganda.

group has released reports showing the price of
ivory has made a drastic drop from $2,100 per
kilogram in early 2014 to $730 February 2017.

much that solar and wind power have become
either the same price or cheaper than fossil fuels
for the first time in more than 30 countries. Ten

banning the sale and purchase of almost all ivory

years ago, generating electricity through solar cost

in June 2016, with exceptions for century-old

about $600 per MWh, while it cost only $100 to

antiques and a few other categories. One of the

generate the same amount of power through coal

ways the U.S. has shown its commitment to the

and natural gas. Nowadays, the same amount of

new regulations is by holding public crushing

electricity can be generated for $50 through wind

events of ivory. On 3 August, two tons of ivory

and $100 through solar respectively.

were crushed in New York City’s Central Park,

MEXICO CITY SINKING

sending a clear signal to criminals that ivory trade

Mexico City is sinking due to the over extraction of

will not be tolerated.

ground water. In the past 60 years, Mexico City has

RISE IN RENEWABLE ENERGY

sunk more than 32 feet and is causing buildings
to lean because of the land substance. With 70%

The use of and investment in renewable energy

of the people relying on water extracted from the

has been quickly increasing worldwide, hitting

aquifer below the city, the city is sinking at a rate

new record levels. Investments in renewables were

of 3.2 feet every year, faster than ever.

more than double the amount spent on new coal
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The price of renewable energy has decreased so

Meanwhile, the U.S. passed new regulations

artifacts seized by New York state investigators
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Mauritania, Honduras, Uruguay and Jamaica.
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The Danish government invested 1bn kroner in
cycling infrastructure and has converted roads
to make them suitable for cycling. In the past
year alone, bicycle traffic increased by 15% and
vehicle traffic decreased by 1%. Copenhagen is
now working towards building even more cyclingfriendly infrastructure to keep up with the growing
population, estimated to grow from 600,000 to
715,000 within the next 15 years. The city has
Other problems have arisen from Mexico City

already been developing a Cycle Track Priority

sinking. As the city is built on a mix of clay and

Plan for 2017-2025 identifying the intersections

volcanic soil, it sinks unevenly, causing fissures

required for widening, optimising or building.

which have affected 15,000 houses in the area.
people, already consuming nearly 287 gallons of

BACTERIA AND VIRUSES TRAPPED
IN ICE

water each year. With a growing population comes

Climate change has been melting permafrost

an increase in water demand, which is bound to

soils that have

worsen the problem. Another factor that has also

been frozen for

caused the sinking situation to intensify is climate

thousands of years,

change. More heat and drought in the city means

releasing deadly

more evaporation as well as an increased demand

bacteria and

for water, causing further drainage to underground

viruses. As a result, defrosting ancient viruses and

aquifers, hastening the city’s collapse.

bacteria that have been absent for such a long time

The city has a current population of 21 million

BIKES OUTNUMBER CARS IN
COPENHAGEN
Copenhagen’s efforts to create a cycling city have

may expose pathogenic viruses that have caused
global epidemics in the past.
The rapidly rising temperature in the Arctic Circle
is melting permafrost faster than ever. The Arctic
Circle’s temperature is rising three times faster
than the rest of the world’s, gradually melting
older permafrost layers. Frozen permafrost soil is
the perfect place for bacteria to remain alive for
very long periods of time, perhaps as long as a
million years. The temperature and conditions that
permafrost provides makes it a very good preserver

paid off as bicycles outnumber cars for the first
time in the city. The last 20 years, bicycle traffic
has risen by 68%, increasing the number of bikes
in Copenhagen to 265,700 per day compared
with 252,600 cars. The city invests heavily in bike
infrastructure, especially in bike-only bridges.

of microbes and viruses. Many of these bacteria
are also resistant to antibiotics. A 2014 study
revived two viruses trapped in Siberian permafrost,
and once revived the viruses became infectious.
Fortunately the viruses were not infectious to
humans, but the study suggests that other viruses
also revived in the same way could potentially

By building more protected and cycling-friendly

infect humans. These bacteria definitely pose a risk

infrastructure, Copenhagen has been able to

for humans, though the actual risk of permafrost

encourage its people to start riding their bikes.

pathogens is inherently unknown.
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HONG KONG GEOGRAPHY 2017
SHATIN-CENTRAL LINK
The Sha Tin to Central MTR
link (SCL link) is currently
under construction, divided
into two sections. The first
section of the SCL link is
from Tai Wai Station in the
New Territories to Hung Hom Station in Kowloon,
which is scheduled for operation in 2019. This
segment will connect the Ma On Shan line and
West Rail line, forming the East West Corridor.
The 11-kilometre tunnel connecting Tai Wai and
Hung Hom was completed on 8 September 2016,
which was a key milestone of the project. Newly
constructed stations Ho Man Tin and Whampoa

The three pillars cities are measured by are social
(people), environmental (planet) and economic
(profit), which leads to an indicative ranking of 100
of the world’s leading cities. Hong Kong scores
impressively in the Profit Sub-Index with its vibrant
economy, ranking 2nd worldwide. However, Hong
Kong’s challenges to air pollution, urban space
and waste management have hindered the city in
becoming more environmentally sustainable. This
caused the city to score less well in the People SubIndex, bringing Hong Kong to an overall ranking of
16th. Hong Kong’s next steps are to find faster, more
connected and sustainable solutions to housing,
social infrastructure and environmental issues.

WALKING IN HONG KONG

were included in the extension of the existing
Kwun Tong Line, which provides interchange with
the East West corridor.
The second section of the SCL link is connecting
Hung Hom station to Admiralty station on Hong
Kong island, forming the North South Corridor.
This cross-harbour extension is currently under
construction, but is scheduled for completion in

Hong Kong citizens have been urged to walk

2021.

more to help improve the city’s air quality and

THIRD MOST SUSTAINABLE CITY
OF ASIA

ease traffic jams. As a city that is congested and
fast paced, enforcing walking and cycling as a
lifestyle is challenging. Many people are unwilling
to change their commuting habits and patterns of
travelling by car.
The Hong Kong government has put together a
plan to turn Hong Kong into the most walkable,
livable city by 2030. The Transport Minister
Anthony Cheung Bing-Leung called for a change

Hong Kong has been named as the third most
sustainable city of Asia and the 16th most
sustainable city in the world in 2016, making
the top twenty of the overall ranking. Hong Kong
comes in third behind Singapore and Seoul for
most sustainable cities in Asia, according to the
Sustainable Cities Index from Arcadis.
The index measures three pillars of sustainability
and analyses 32 different indicators, broken
down into three sub-indices across each pillar.
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in the community, encouraging residents to walk
more in order to reduce congestion on roads,
trains and buses. The World Green Organisation
also launched a campaign in October last year,
encouraging Hong Kong people to increase the
amount they walk for a healthier lifestyle. A report
assessing the walkability of Hong Kong has shown
areas of improvement in order to make Hong Kong
more walkable. As an example, Central scored
highly in terms of accessibility and connectivity,
but the report showed Central lacking in public

HONG KONG GEOGRAPHY 2017
amenities, making it a not very interesting place

manager for marine affairs at the Environmental

to walk in. Fortunately, the situation has seen

Protection Department, also hoped to utilise

improvement as Hong Kong recently came in first

special trawl nets to scoop up floating rubbish

place for a global study on walking. The Stanford

more efficiently.

University survey showed that Hong Kong people
walk an average of 6,880 steps a day, the most

HONG KONG’S E-WASTE

active in the world.

REDUCING MARINE RUBBISH

Electronic waste exported from the United
States has been found in landfills in Hong Kong,
specifically the New Territories. 200 broken
WWF Hong Kong launched a trial scheme with

electronic items were attached with GPS trackers

local fisheries to use polypropylene boxes instead

in the US by Seattle environmental group. Results

of traditional foam boxes to reduce marine rubbish.

showed that 65 were exported out of the US, and

Foam plastic storage boxes from fish markets are

37 were exported to Hong Kong, making Hong

a popular choice for fisheries as they are sturdy,

Kong the location with most harmful electronic

cheap and have insulating properties. However,

waste detected. Only eight were detected on the

these boxes can be easily broken down, disintegrate

mainland. Many of the items exported were found

into water and cause harm to marine life.

to be hazardous, containing toxic materials like

Marine pollution from foam boxes has long
been a concern. According to a 2015 report by
the Environmental Protection Department, foam
plastic makes up about a fifth of marine waste.
As foam has a brittle and light texture, it can be

lead and mercury. This investigation showed how
Hong Kong has not been as effective in enforcing
its import bans, compared to mainland China,
which was previously the location storing the
majority of US’s e-waste exports.

easily blown into the water and is extremely hard

Problems resulting from electronic waste in Hong

to clean up. Substituting foam plastic boxes for

Kong have been recognised, as plans to build the

polypropylene is not a complete solution, but the

first electronic recycling facility in Tuen Mun have

environmental impact of plastic is relatively smaller

been drawn up. The recycling facility has been of

and cleaning up polypropylene is much easier.

the sustainable solutions implemented for Hong

The Environmental Protection Department is also
hoping to invest in promoting onshore recycling
and upcycling, other than just looking into
solutions for managing Hong Kong marine litter.
Representatives from fisheries have communicated
that the lack of on-site recycling facilities is a major
factor causing large amounts of garbage disposal
into sea. Patrick Yeung Chung-Wing, project

Kong’s e-waste, where 70,000 tonnes of computers
and electrical appliances are thrown out every
year. The facility has been designed to process up
to 30,000 tonnes of equipment, which may be
harmful to the environment if dumped in a landfill.
As new figures show an increase in amount of
waste dumped in landfills for the fifth year in a row,
waste recycling has become the key to building a
more sustainable future for Hong Kong.
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RGS-HK AWARDS 2017
The Royal Geographical Society – Hong Kong
gives a number of scholarships during the course
of each year. We are delighted to announce the
awards made in 2016-2017:

Royal
Geographical
Society

Major Post-graduate Award for Doctorial
Research:

Advancing geography
and geographical learning

Jasper Svensson (University of Oxford)
“Hydrologic variability and Collective action:
Pathways to water security in the Yellow River
Basin”
Undergraduate or Master’s degree research
awards for Hong Kong universities:
Joseph Miller
“Labour Activism and Workers’ Rights in the
Manufacturing Sector of the Pearl River Delta
(PRD)”
Nicolette Tan Khee Yunn
“Sino-Foreign Eco-City Investments: An Analysis
of Geopolitical Interests, Relationships and
Implementation Outcomes”
Yu Wai Ha
“Effect of Organic Fertilisers on Microbial
Mineralisation and Plant Growth in Hydroponics”
Samuel Tang Siu Wah
“The Effect of Biogenic VOC Emissions on
Atmospheric Response of Ambient Ozone due to
Climate Change in the Pearl River Delta Region”
Cheung Yi Li
“The Risk Analysis of the Landslide Susceptibility
Mapping by using GIS and Logistics Regression
Model: A Case Study in Lantau Island, Hong Kong”
Cheng Kai Lok
“How the Climate Extreme Events Related to El
Nino in 2016 Affect Hong Kong’s Socioeconomic
Development: A Case Study in Hong Kong”
An award was also made to:
Geographical, Geological & Archaeological
Society, Hong Kong University Student Union
to support their activities
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